Success in School

How to succeed in school?

This is a tricky thing to answer, and I can only really help you in two ways - tell you what I did for myself, and try to give you some general, life-coaching style guidance toward finding your own answers.

Why is it tricky?  You might think this should be a very straightforward thing.  It's tricky because everyone has different values and priorities, and different reasons for becoming a Doctor of Chiropractic.

There is a difference, too, between your wants and needs and how they inform your goals.  We all need to eat and have safe shelter (even that is arguable) for instance.  However you may have wealthy parents who have already bought you a house for your 18th birthday and are paying your way through school.  That affects your 'needs' very differently than my case, having arrived at school in some debt already and leaving with $200K in loans.  So in reality there are very few needs, but they do have an impact on your wants and on your goal setting.  The 'wants' are what will drive you; some people, for instance, choose to take decades to pay off their loans, because the interest rate is so much lower than any other loans, while others hate having a bill sitting there and prefer to pay it off, and some have no bills at all when they leave school.  One of my friends is 10 years in practice and is worth two million dollars, versus my original chiropractor in LA, who prefers to spend the first half of every day scuba diving, sees only 40 patients a week, owns no car and rents an apartment - but this works for her, and gives her the life she wants.  Look towards what you want in lifestyle, family life, retirement and in how you practice.  These are the values and priorities.  Again, these are things that you come to school with, and some might change for you while you are here.  Some might change when you get out.  I saw a number of ethical and honest people come here who ended up being insecure and uncomfortable running a practice once they got out, and did some things that from the outside I evaluated as unethical.  Be aware of what your values are, how they inform your actions, where you got them from and if they are really yours - if they are working for you - and prepare yourself while you are here to operate a practice in alignment with those values!

Then there are the motives for being here, which are also widely variant.  For instance, someone who's here because they have always been to a cash-practice straight chiropractor will have very different values and priorities from someone who has been to a PI mill and was impressed with the financial potential - and they will both have  a different focus from someone whose parents sent them to school because there is prestige in being a doctor (I went to school with several people in this category).

So the questions you want to be asking yourself are:  Why am I here?  What do I want?  When do I want it?  What am I willing to do or give up in order to get there?  I don't know about you, but for me these questions were kind of overwhelming - I was like, "Hello, I'm in first semester and don't even know the names of the bones yet, how am I supposed to know that?"  Even in my third year some part of me felt that way.  But these answers can change for you over time - in fact, I can almost guarantee that they will.  Just come up with the best that you can for right now and move forward with that, with openness and flexibility around changes in yourself.

Once you have answers for these questions, the next question is what are the action steps associated with your goals?  For example, if your answers flow something like, "I am here to become a straight chiropractor working in my own office for myself in Nevada, and I want to be doing that one year from graduation, and I don't care too much about my GPA, board exam scores, or connections with doctors here in LA," your actions steps will be very different than if your answers are "I want to work in a large clinic or a multi-disciplinary office for an employer as soon as I get out, in LA, and be able to get a PhD and teach within the next five years."  Once you have these things answered and outlined, revisiting your answers on a regular basis becomes important, and we'll talk more about that later.

So - what do you want?  What is your objective?  Knowing this is less common than you think, and for all sorts of reasons.  Sometimes this is because we aren't sure why we're after what we are working towards - income, a desire to serve, the prestige of being a doctor.  It is essential for you to be honest with yourself about why you want what you want and to be at peace with that.  Otherwise you'll be at odds with yourself all the way through and it will destroy your effectiveness, clarity, and purpose.  One of my classmates wanted to be a wealthy and successful doctor after years of being a poor massage therapist, and she was constantly self-sabotaging through school because she judged her desires and motives as evil - she had what we call competing intentions, different aspects of herself had different beliefs and therefore different agendas about the goals she was pursuing.  It is also important to know your objective in case things start to change.  One classmate of mine decided at the end of trimester one that being a DC was not for him, and saved a lot of money compared to another student whose dad was an MD, and the student went all the way through school not being sure why he was here and not really believing in chiropractic.  These are the moving targets within.

Next, with regards to the objectives, you would be well advised to take responsibility for knowing the moving targets outside - things like what classes you need to have completed to register for Boards Part I and what Board scores your state requires to practice there.  These things change often, and there is little point in getting upset about the requirements or the fact that they change sometimes.  Just get the information, take it as just information, realize that the information changes from time to time, and adapt.  If you have a hissy-fit every time a school or clinic requirement changes, you're going to experience a lot of challenges in practice.  There are also opportunities to lobby in a professional manner for the things you want - while I was in school, I initiated and circulated several petitions, and they all resulted in changes.  In one case my class was able to take Part II early, in another we got a change to the curriculum.  Again, be neutral, professional, and in acceptance of the outcome - but stand up for yourself.

There are resources all over the place, from fellow students to faculty like Michael Brown to email groups like Dr. M's to associations and technique groups.  Find out who has what you want and ask them for help.  The Universe will meet you at the point of action, and there are thousands of DCs out there who want to help you and to give something back.  Find them, and then learn to ask.  This is a big challenge for many people in our society, but the fact is that it is smarter, cheaper, wiser, and faster to learn from other people's mistakes (and to follow the rules up front) rather than to make them on your own out of pride, ego, or sheer stupidity.  There is absolutely nothing wrong or weak about asking for assistance and accepting it; in fact it is a rare thing to be able to receive graciously, and it is a gift because most people like to give things away and to help others.

Knowing your personal goals is far less common than you'd think, too.  There are so many influences on us in our lives, from seeking parental approval to peer pressure to simple societal conditioning, that it can take a lot of looking at ourselves to decipher what we want and why we want it - and most people are never encouraged to do so.  I would be surprised if more than 5% of this room had some sort of written plan or description of what they wanted on graduation or five years into practice.  So do it.  This is key to mastery and to success!  Just moving through this process, learning the process of identifying, clarifying, analyzing and altering your wants will guarantee your success in a way you can't measure or quantify, but which will be hugely significant.  So again, this is clarifying the whats, wheres, whens, and hows of your goals for yourself, and in reality you don't need to know the hows - again, Spirit meets us at the point of our action.  Also there is a prevalent myth of lack in our culture, and it is truly a fallacy.  If the world's resources were redistributed evenly, every single person on this planet would be a multi-millionaire.  There is more than enough for everyone, and you need not 'beat out' others or keep others from succeeding in order to have what you want.  In fact my experience has been that the more I work in a spirit of loving service to help others succeed, the more successful I am myself.  One of my comments to my neighbors outside the office has always been "I don't care if you're seeing me, as long as you're seeing someone."  Many people have told me this is what brought them into my office!

When do you want to determine all of this stuff?  In trimester one!  Does that seem silly?  The clearer vision you have, the faster and more efficiently you will arrive there.  Having a vision sorted out like this will give you inspiration and focus throughout school, and make it all easier.  If you haven't had them already, you will probably have long days here where you hate the school, are irritated by a teacher, can't remember why you came or what you're doing here, and if you can remember you won't believe you can make it.  This is why these things are important to know in school, from day one!

You would be amazed at how willing the universe is to give us what we want.  As I said before, Spirit will meet us at the point of our action.  How many times have you had the experience of noticing a new car you liked, and then suddenly seeing it everywhere?  This is because our attention and our focus drive the direction of our lives.  For five years now I have been using an 'Ideal Scene' technology and working with it in a fairly scientific way.  I promise you, using something like this with a clear idea of what I want, in any area of my life, works: and it works no matter how I use it.  It works much more quickly and accurately if I use the tool, by reading it daily or weekly or designing affirmations around it; but it works even if I write it out, read it through in a focused and dedicated way, and put it away in a drawer.  So regardless of whether you are spiritual or religious, you can see the science in this: like the car example, if my awareness is attenuated to a specific thing, I will notice it more and automatically give myself more opportunities to have or get it!

While it is important to know what you want and where you're going, it is also essential to honestly allow yourself to redirect.  The most common reaction to a change in our goals or direction is to 'should' ourselves, to make ourselves wrong, or to fight this inner guidance.  On a rare occasion, it is a smart instinct to stay our course because some part of us is seeking to avoid something we're scared of - like responsibility.  More often, we are scared of the idea that something we were so intent upon may no longer fit for us, and soon we'll find ourselves far off course, doing things that don't fit for us at all and having to do a major course correction.  The smarter way is to acknowledge our truth and to use all the energy we might waste on “should-ing” ourselves to gracefully transition.  So stay flexible.

The tools I mentioned before, the Ideal Scene and Living Vision, are invaluable for directing ourselves with clear focus and intention.  The essence is to sit down and write out all the characteristics of the things we are designing for ourselves - so for example....  Then we develop this by moving into a Living Vision, which is a full-paragraph description of our full, five-sensory experience in what we want to create.  This is a profound process.  The human brain cannot distinguish between reality and well-imagined non-reality, so this process will anchor our intentions in our consciousness, and all of our inner resources and the universe around us will attune to this and support us in moving into what we have declared we want.

Now we move forward in three-foot tosses.  A common method of failure is to make a declaration of the huge thing we are trying to accomplish and to try and do the whole thing at once.  A lot of us are actually taught this by our parents or teachers, and the simple truth is that for 99% of us it doesn't work.  In fact, when people fail it is almost always due to this overachieving.  So we want to make lists of the action steps and break them down into little actions, which we refer to three-foot tosses.
You want to identify each area of school that's important to you, and then your goals in each area.  Then, start choosing three-foot tosses for you for each area.  For me, school broke down into the following seven areas; adjusting, coursework, visiting offices, preparing for practice, building good habits around politics and research, preparing for board exams, and clinic.  Some of you will have different areas like social events or Chirolympics and such.  So my three foot tosses added up to pretty substantial results.  My adjusting three foot toss was to adjust someone on every break, and by the fourth trimester I had a great reputation for adjusting - I had many other students coming to me to get adjusted, and all the teachers by the time I was in clinic - more practice!  My three foot toss with offices and doctors was to visit one doctor every week, and by the end of school I had seen over a hundred docs' offices in eight states.

Now we're going to talk a bit about each major area of school.  First is adjusting.  This is chiropractic.  Regardless of what you think of adjusting or chiropractic, what your experience of it is, whether you came to be a doctor or an adjuster, this is IT.  Whatever your direction in practice, you should work to protect the adjustment, and you should work your ass off at getting good at it.  This is no exaggeration - PTs are becoming doctors, and are getting adjusting added to their scope of practice.  Since they are more mainstream, what this means is that soon insurance can stop reimbursing our work because there is no need for patients to come to us when they can go to a more-respected PT.  I don't say this politically or with judgment, this is simply information.  I felt very lucky to hear in my first trimester a great speaker in philosophy week, Dr. Kurt from Bakersfield, say 'A students teach and B students work for C students.'  This is not to say that getting A's is bad - in fact, I was the salutatorian of my class and had one of the highest GPAs.  What this means is that there are a host of things that are essential to success in practice that you will not learn in school, so do not put all your focus into classes because you will leave school book smart, but unknowledgeable but unskilled.  Compare this to baseball where a minor league player has hit 20,000 balls before he moves to the majors.  If all you do before graduating is clinic requirements, you will have 200 adjustments under your belt.  If you go to two seminars a year while in school, you may have 300 adjustments.  If you also adjust - or practice - on other students on every break between classes, that's another 1600 or so (generous) - still, you're only talking 2000 before you're out there in the world, so practice!  Adjusting is a scary thing for a lot of people.  There is a social taboo against touching people to begin with - then you add bare skin and being strangers, then you add the process of doing something that results in a loud cracking sound.  This can be a challenge for some people - while I was in clinic I would estimate that 50% of the students got out without ever adjusting anyone once.  Don't be this person!  Overcome the taboo.  Look at the research, too - every single study on the topic shows that human touch is one of the most profoundly healing things we as animals can experience, and that lack of touch leads to underweight, undernourished, mentally deficient progress in humans and other animals.  Even if you are the lousiest adjuster, merely touching people in a loving heart space with the intention of healing will make you a successful doctor.

This is important to understand and really grok if our profession is to survive - technique is technique.  Don't get hung up on or divided by differences of opinion in what is right or wrong, good or bad.  As we talked about before, stand by your opinions and values but do not get hung up on them or in a space of againstness toward each other.  And do yourself the greatest favor you can do - learn it all, and learn it now.  If you want to be an HIO doctor, fine, but learn everything while you're here.  There are endless reasons to do this, from the cheap cost of seminars while you're in school to the ability to have an educated opinion about whatever your opinion is.  I mean, if I stood here and told you I was an AK doctor and that Gonstead was crap, but then you found out I never even took a Gonstead class, how much respect would you have for my opinion?  One of my mentors got certified and credentialed in over twelve techniques at his school and through outside seminars, and when he said that he never saw people get as well as fast as with the technique he chose to practice, people listened.

As if I couldn't say enough about adjusting, I really can't say enough about visiting doctors.  This will be the most valuable and success-fostering thing you can do outside of school.  Look at everything, take notes, and don't get discouraged by a visit if you leave feeling like you've not gotten anything valuable.  Clarifying what you don't want is as valuable as finding out what you do want.  In the beginning, things like software and coding and how they handle billing insurance may not make much sense to you, and that's okay.  The more you're around it, the more it sinks in.  Bring a list of questions, and take important questions to every office to help you clarify the differences between offices.  Choose a focus for each year or each trimester, and do not underestimate any single thing - even vendors for property insurance or credit card processing.  Try and see as many different practices as possible; open adjusting offices, feeder rooms, box-on-the-wall offices and PI mills, diversified and Network and Gonstead....  Again, here, technique is technique.  Don't let your inexperienced opinions about technique affect your long-term chances for success.  Start with the willing, and the easiest ones are the ones you see coming in to give back, the Alumni Officers and the speakers who come through, and get more names from your director of student affairs (Michael Brown).  Then go to the teachers at your seminars, teachers in school, and start asking every doctor you go to if they know others you can go see.  Of all the doctors I contacted, only one ever said 'No,' and many of them were cold calls.  If you go see one a week while you're in school, you will have seen 160 offices by the time you're out, and that's not even including vacations or breaks.  That's 40 weeks out of a 52 week year.  What I'd do is put together a trip every spring break with five or six other students and we'd do a road trip, complete with rock climbing and rafting and etc, and we'd see like twelve doctors too, which gave me other weeks during the year I could 'cheat' on.  This is totally doable!

Get ready for practice.  This may sound too far off, or too big and scary when you haven't even had adjusting classes yet, but the plan here is three-foot tosses, remember?  So if in trimester one you decided where you wanted to practice and why; and got the state regulations, then in trimester two started gathering email addresses for doctors in that state; especially in the area of the state you want to be in; and in trimester three contacted these doctors to introduce yourself and ask questions; and in trimester four asked if you could come visit; and in trimester six you actually went to visit a few, with a CV in hand outlining your experience and activities in school and how many doctors you'd visited (that's 72 doctors already at one a week); and in trimester seven started inquiring about jobs, I can guarantee you'd have at least one waiting for you when you got out.  Sounds pretty manageable, eh?  Again here, be flexible and watch for God's help.  When you are being proactive and moving forward in the world, doors will open all over the place if you are watching for them and open to receiving them!  If you are headed in a direction that is not for your highest good, doors will close or you won't see any opening!  Collect ideas and tricks - develop a little filing system with categories like "marketing" and such, and when you get out you will have dozens of free, successful, tried-and-true devices for success without having to reinvent the wheel.  And take all these materials and work on them in class.  I know I shouldn't be saying this, but here is another simple thing that will help you move more immediately and successfully into your practice, and it will keep you focused on what you want during those long days of classes when you are forgetting what you're doing here.  My favorites were Dr. Khare's pathology classes - I built my entire website and designed my business cards and pamphlets and all sorts of stuff in those classes, then studied the pathology on my own.

I know most people have little or no interest in politics, or in research.  However, second only to acknowledging and working to keep the importance of the adjustment, being active on some level politically and trying to do some sort of research in your practice are vital to keeping our profession viable and unique and growing.  Be active on some level, whether it's being active in a national or state association, being active on the local level - it doesn't matter.  The truth is that few of us want to be involved in politics or enjoy it, however it's a responsibility we all bear, and if you ignore this responsibility, the day could come when your rights, your income, your livelihood will be gone, and try as you might to blame it on others, it will be your fault - and you will be responsible too for those peers who spent yeas fighting for their rights, and yours, without your help.  Politics are not for losers, and all of life involves politics on some level - relationships, dating, finances, getting through school all involve politics.  So just call yourself forward and take responsibility for this aspect of being a businessperson.  There are few things more powerful than making your voice heard, and it works - and it works better in greater numbers.  Also, I encourage you to bear the highest good of all concerned in mind as you move forward.  Just because a senator is a chiropractic supporter is not enough reason to vote for him.  Don't be myopic about your politics, because the guy who you elect because he's a chiropractic supporter could be the guy who raises the minimum wage or property taxes so high you can't stay in business, or the guy who wants to put your arabic daughter-in-law in a concentration camp because he is so paranoid about terrorists, or who changes his mind about chiropractic when the big checks from the pharmaceutical lobbyists show up at his door, like our friend Schwartzenegger did in California.  Remember the highest good of all concerned.  We talked earlier about the fallacy of lack, and it applies here, too.  It is something important to remember when relating to politics and proposed legislation, as is the difference between judgment and evaluation.  Have your values and opinions and objectives, but don't be attached to them and approach what you want aggressively while accepting the events you perceive are off-course, without judgment.  There is enough for everyone, and if chiropractic survived the era where DCs served 30,000 jail terms for adjusting people, we can also survive an era of managed care and competition from PTs and MDs - but not if we are avoiding footwork politically and in research. This is a literal analogy to the subluxation theory; pressure on a nerve will keep your brain from being able to tell your stomach to expect food coming, and your stomach can't tell your brain it needs more resources to make pepsin, right?  Well if you're not active and involved, there could be a major battle going on in congress over your rights as a chiropractor and you wouldn't know it until the authorities showed up at your office to arrest you, saying "Didn't you know, chiropractic is illegal now?"

The research is important, too.  It's great that we know chiropractic works, and that's important to keeping going through school.  But we don't have the financial resources to do the research because the pharmaceutical companies fund the research, and they have no interest in us, and in fact have a vested interest in seeing that we don't succeed.  Most of the research that supports chiropractic comes from the British colonies where the health care system is public and so the research and medical records are accessible.  So our job in moving forward is to take the reins, and for each of us to do our small part in practice to add to the research.

Okay, so the Board Exams.  Here is an area where you need to be clear on what your goals are.  In my case, I was interested in passing, not acing them or achieving a grand score.  There are so many variables involved in scores, that I don't find them too useful as a measure of anything.  If you have a bad teacher, or a teacher with so strong an accent, or a teacher who builds an exam on different material than the lectures were on you can fail a class in a subject you know well - and I have had all of those teachers.  Or maybe you just don't test well.  In any event, I didn't care too much about my Board scores, and so I approached them as a hurdle rather than as an achievement.  So what is the point for you?  This goes back to your long-term goals.  If you want to teach or be a PhD, scores may be more important to you.  In reality, no one cares about your scores.  Your state might have a minimum beyond the CCE's passing scores, but beyond that, I can't imagine a doctor hiring you to come work in her office wanting to know your Board scores.  So do know what your state wants, and set that as your goal.  In my opinion, reviews are bad news.  They are a great resource for study information, but you can get that information in the form of old review notes from many places, including students who took the reviews.  i didn't take a single review, and even my friends who took them ended up not showing up to many of the study sessions, and some of them failed anyway.  If you choose to study on your own, you reinforce your personal responsibility instead of putting it off on the Board review and tanking.  Personally I studied review notes from both Irene Gold and PASS for a few days before the exams - except part IV which I studied for a few weeks - and in general I found the PASS stuff much more in line with what I was tested on.  Do be aware they change the exams each time, so do study widely.  Most importantly, take them as soon as you can.  I had a few friends decide to wait until after school to start taking them, and they had such a hard time.  I think this is a sure sign that you're worried or fearful about moving into practice.  I so strongly encourage you to take them ASAP for so many reasons; you don't have to wait out of clinic to do stuff in your own office, you have more options in terms of working for others, and you don't have to remember all that biochemistry crap from trimester one.

Clinic is a tremendous experience, if you want it to be and if you use it smartly.  Many classmates of mine were choosing to party a lot or to work outside of school, and that worked for them, so it was fine - but they missed a tremendous opportunity.  You are in this place where you are being forced into discipline and experience with coding and paperwork, and if you learn it instead of trying to cut corners, this part of practice will come as a breeze to you.  Furthermore, there is more paperwork in practice than you can possibly imagine from here, even with the software that minimizes it, and it is rare to see a practice where the doctor just hires people to do it and has none to do herself.  The doctors who do this are the ones who have thousands of dollars embezzled from them, or lose their license because weird stuff is going on - you at least need to learn it so you can watch over it.  And here is an ego-release thing again: why not learn this stuff in clinic when the only money it's costing you is tuition!  It is tremendously expensive to make these mistakes and learn these things in practice.  Also, the opportunity to treat patients is amazing, and again what you practice in clinic is what you'll reinforce for your practice.  So find a healthy balance between cutting corners so you can get out of clinic, and actually developing a way of being with your patients!  Scheduling is the same thing - practice cluster booking to make yourself move faster and to develop the lifestyle you want.  I got through clinic treating three days a week and coming in a fourth day every other week to do paperwork.  Do all of this with long-term planning in mind; see how you want your practice to be and start practicing it now!  Practice your communications in clinic - get some of those free pamphlets on chiropractic that Bill Esteb hands out at seminars and laminate them and hand them to your patients while you are getting papers signed off.  Tell the chiropractic story, educate them, and track the follow-up visit rate to see if you're telling the story accurately.  Call them the night of their first adjustment with you to see how they're feeling, or after acute visits; send them birthday cards and send them satisfaction surveys with specific and pointed questions to see how you're doing; gather testimonials for use in your office; send thank-you cards!  This is the time to build for the next stage.  It is never too soon, but it can surely be too late!

So - once all of this is in motion, there are a few other important questions to be asking yourself.  How honest are you being with yourself?  This is an important question, and again though there is no right answer, there is certainly a great difference in how well you will be serving yourself depending on the answer.  There is no wrong answer here, and no one will know except you if you are lying to yourself or in denial around some areas, but you will be far less effective in your life, you will end up re-doing many things for yourself, and you will be far behind the real game of life - health, wealth and happiness - if you keep putting the important things off until later, or hoping they will never come due.  Also, be aware of whose answers you are using, and see if that changes the answers for you.  If you are here to gain parental approval, fine - just be honest with yourself about that, because if you're not and at some point seeking parental approval stops working for you, you'll be stuck.  If you're here because your spouse wants you to make a lot of money so they don't have to work, fine - just be honest about that with yourself.  Also, make sure you are doing some sort of regular inventory in case your answers change.  Use whatever frequency works for you - I revisit these things quarterly - but please do it.  This is one of the primary reasons that people in all industries either fail totally or else find themselves in some situation or action that they didn't really want to be in.  You can see this in everything from marriages to car leases to careers to stock investments, so this kind of planning is another simple and profoundly powerful tool in life.  The reason this is so important is that all of us go through changes in life where the things we want change, and if we are experiencing this kind of shift without being fully conscious about the direction we are moving in, or without being fully intentional about action steps we are taking in life, then we often wake up one day and find ourselves doing something we hate, being somewhere we hate, or feeling unfulfilled.  Sometimes living life passively works fine and provides great opportunities and a wealthy, healthy, happy life - but why not get good at living life actively, and master the art of dealing with change?

There are a series of questions to address about how we each address questions, and I want to make it clear here that there are no wrong or right answers here, just the importance of awareness and how well something works for you.  In general terms, these are life skills that will serve you no matter your focus, profession, project or goals.  They will help you master whatever you put your mind to and will support your success in all things.

The first and foremost is Awareness - you can't address a problem that you don't know you have.  Work with yourself in whatever way works for you to increase your awareness.  Journaling and meditation are great ways to develop your awareness, and there are many other resources out there I can lead you to.
Be open and accept feedback in all the forms it comes, because it will almost always help you know yourself and your circumstances better.  There is feedback for you available in every single situation or interaction.  Take it all as information, not personal attacks, and if it holds no truth or value or resonance for you, then discard it.  A brave man or woman determined to succeed will openly seek feedback from all those around him or her.

Judgment and evaluation: this is an incredibly important area for successful self-management:  wrong-making and judgmentalism.  I'll use my own experience with insecurity and idiocy as an example: when I was going through school, I got very involved in my first trimester in the Gonstead and Blair clubs.  I experienced a lot of violent judgement of other techniques, approaches and modalities.  I eventually realized this had to do with my own insecurity about the techniques that I was feeling very passionate about, because I had no evidence or experience to support - there was a lack of resonance between my feelings and my thoughts, meaning my ability to mentally validate or support my instincts.  I spent enormous amounts of energy and kept myself in a negative space of mind and heart in this process, and this was a motherlode of energy that could have been used elsewhere.  Ultimately there was a cost to the profession, too - as some of you know already and the rest of you will, the fact is that the only reason chiropractic still exists and is where it is as a profession is because of our patients and their love of what we do - chiropractic would have eaten itself a long time ago without them lobbying for us, and most of this has to do with division amongst our ranks.  We spend more time attacking each other than the MDs ever did.  This is in part a remnant of the AMAs work against DCs from back in the day, and it is up to us - to you and to me - to heal this.

I am not saying that any of you should compromise or surrender your values or opinions - in fact, I support you in developing them and standing tall and strong in what you believe.  However there is a vast difference between evaluating something as a thing that does not work for you, and in fact may not be for the highest good of all concerned, and judgment, making that thing wrong or bad - and this directly affects the actions you will take in the world.  This will be one of the most profoundly impactful differentiations you can make and really integrate in your life, and if you start now you will be ten times the success as a student as you would be without.  It will also probably be challenging for you, as our culture is judgment-driven; we are addicted to it and have a nation built on it, so hang in there.

Another important quality to work on harnessing is taking full responsibility for everything we think, feel, or do, and to an even greater degree for everything that goes on around us.  This becomes a very philosophical proposition, and we could debate the truth or validity of this responsibility all day and not come to a successful or satisfying resolution.  The facts are that most major and 'minor' religions, most philosophies, most self-help and self-empowerment organizations recognize this action of taking full responsibility as an incredibly powerful technique - not only do you then consciously lift yourself above the lowest-common-denominator process of 'bitching and moaning,' but you will eventually find that involving yourself in a 'bitchfest' doesn't fit for you any more, and one day you will realize that you have surrounded yourself with an entirely new group of friends and associates who are focused on the positive, the good, and the abundant.  Not only will you save all the energy and negativity you choose into by complaining about a situation, you will get all that energy back as a resource for focusing on where you want to go!  Not only will you avoid the cancer and ulcers and headaches that are scientifically shown to be associated with these emotions, you will become a better healer and doctor!  On the most basic level, if you deny your responsibility - or any hypothetical responsibility you may have for something - you are automatically choosing to give up any power to change the situation.  If something is all somebody else's fault, and not yours on any level, than that means you cannot change or affect any aspect of that situation.  This, again, is a place to look carefully at the evaluation/judgment nuance.  The example of getting mugged is a case in point, and gives us a good look at avoiding new age guilt.  If you get mugged, you may find it hard to see your responsibility in that - but if the least you can come up with is, "Gee, maybe that's a bad street for me to be on at that time of day," you have empowered yourself.  Be sure to avoid the commonplace trap of new age guilt that arises from situations like this; it is another way to waste energy, tell yourself mean things, and distract yourself from the opportunity to elevate.

Last, live the lifestyle.  People will gravitate to you if you set an example of this, and if you can learn how to teach them, you will be even more wildly successful - and be smart, start doing this stuff in school.  Start and set good habits now.  Practice them, because almost every one of you is living under an illusion right now, that school is harder than practice.  It is just a different kind of hard.  The doctors who come in to speak to you make it look easy because we are mostly successful people who want to give back - but don't be mistaken, school is cushier, so start the good habits now:  learn to focus and how to direct your focus.  Keep a balanced life, with family, fun, partying, planning for practice, spiritual study, service, school and adjusting.  Learn what you like to do, and do more of it, and do it regularly; and choose healthy self-nurturing things in healthy amounts!  Find joy, especially in the little things, and you will always be refreshed.  And choose to be fully engaged in what you are doing, once you distinguish between hurdles and achievements.  If you survey professional business people, athletes, artists, they all know once thing - you engage fully and then take renewal time to rest and relax and rebuild; you know this is the same way to build muscle, and it works with emotional, mental, spiritual and success muscles as well as skeletal muscles!
Thanks and God Bless you all.
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